たまなぐん

玉名郡へようこそ！

Welcome to TamanaGun!
The 2014-2015 Guide
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A Brief Introduction
Welcome to the Tamana area! Tamana is rather inaka (countryside) in
comparison to other areas but there is still plenty to see and do. Hopefully, this guide
will aid you by providing a general overview of the area with details on what is
available to see and do. If you have any specific questions, please don’t hesitate to
ask us or other veterans. We’re lucky to be a pretty tight-knit group, so we hope you
will all feel welcome and participate when you can.
Here is a run-down of the area itself:
The seat of Tamana-gun (pronounced “goon”) is Tamana City. The Tamana
area (sometimes called Ara-Tama by locals) is the amalgamation of 10 cities, towns,
and villages: Arao, Nankan, Nagasu, Mikawa, Kikusui, Taimei, Tensui, Gyokuto,
Yokoshima and Tamana. In recent years, Japan has been merging towns to form one
bigger town or city as a result of the ever-decreasing population. Kumamoto
Prefecture is no exception.
Arao, Nagasu, Nankan, Tamana, and Gyokuto all maintain their municipal
sovereignty. Taimei, Tensui and Yokoshima, however, were incorporated into Tamana
City. Mikawa and Kikusui were combined into one town called Nagomi. Since the
change occurred rather recently, each city still maintains their original borders and
will refer to themselves as separate from the other incorporated towns. The seat of
government has since been moved to Tamana City.
Each city has its own Board of Education (BOE). The Tamana BOE, which
covers Tamana City, Taimei, Tensui, and Yokoshima, employs a total of 6 JET ALTs
who work in the Junior High Schools and Elementary Schools in those towns. The
Nankan BOE has one JET ALT. Arao has three JETs while Nagasu has two. Of note:
In Arao, the JET ALT position is considered to have a maximum limit of 3 years
except in cases of achievement of Japanese proficiency higher than JLPT N3 level
and exemplary relations with schools and community. Nagomi no longer employs
JET ALTs due to budget constraints, but you may see their privately employed ALTs
at Tamana Area English conferences. High schools are run by the prefecture so they
work differently. SHS ALTs do not have a local BOE, but rather, are employed by
Kumamoto-ken and are contracted to their base High School. Tamana now has one
sole SHS ALT that covers 3 of the 6 high schools in the Tamana area. Another 2 of
the schools are visited by a SHS ALT in neighboring Yamaga. While Yamaga is not
technically part of Tamana-gun by Japanese standards, for JET purposes we
consider it to be. All together, there are 14 JET ALTs in Tamana. There are also 3 or
4 private ALTs in the area that you may see around town. Particularly, Arao’s Fukuoka
twin-city Omuta employs only private ALTs, but we consider many of them to be
honorary members of the gun.
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Calendar of Events

August

February







Tamana Fireworks Festival
Arao Summer Festival “Kouensai”
Kumamoto Orientation for new JETs
Obon celebrations
Yamaga Lantern Festival (August
th
th
15 & 16 )




Back to school (the 2 term begins)
The Drunken Horse Festival in
Kumamoto City



Local Area JHS English Recitation
Contest




The Tamana Halloween Party





Ichigo Marathon (5km/10km) in
Yokoshima.
Kumamoto Castle Marathon
Arao Kokunzo-san Festival (Also
held 9/13)







End of the 3 school term
Graduation Ceremonies
Spring Vacation
Fire Festivals in Aso
Nankan Ume Festival






Cherry Blossom Viewing
Teacher Transfers
Entrance Ceremonies
Goodbye parties and Welcome
parties for Japanese teachers






Golden week (a week of public
holidays in Japan)
HS and JHS sports festivals at most
schools
Tamana Iris Festival
Nagasu Goldfish Festival




Rainy season starts
Firefly viewing festivals




End of the 1 school term
Farewell parties for leaving JETs

September

March
nd

October




April

Sumo Festival at Regein Temple in
Tamana
Arao Nobara-san Festival
Yatsushiro Fireworks Festival(the
biggest in the prefecture)

November




May

Kyushu Sumo Tournament in
Fukuoka
Kanakuri Marathon (10km) in Nagomi
Tamana Thanksmas (sometimes held
in December)



December






June

Mid-Year Conference (Kumamoto
City)
nd
End of the 2 school term
Bounenkai - end of year drinking
party with work colleagues.
It becomes VERY cold; time to visit
an onsen!
All government workers receive
12/29 to 1/3 off for Nenmatsu
Nensho (End and Beginning of Year).
Most ATMs and banks are closed
during this time, as well as many
other businesses, esp. 12/31-1/3

January



rd

July

Nagasu’s Naked Man Festival
Nankan’s Carp-Catching Festival
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A Special Note: The Tamana Halloween Party
Tamana-gun has the honor of throwing the best Halloween Party in the
prefecture, if not all of Kyushu, Japan, THE WORLD. If you’re a Halloween
enthusiast, you’ve been placed in the right area. Started in 2004 as a small
house party, it has since evolved and grown into the amazing spectacle it is
today. It celebrates its 10th anniversary in 2014, and we hope that it will
continue to be held for many more years to come. You may want to start
planning your costume now! Tamana Area ALTs are disqualified from winning
our own costume contest, of course, but that doesn’t mean you can’t go all
out! We hope that you will be as excited about throwing this party as we are,
and we look forward to your fresh new ideas. This may seem daunting, but
we’ll support you as you learn the ropes, so don’t worry and let’s have fun with
it.

Costume Design Space
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Kumamoto-ken Specialities
Basashi (raw horse meat)
Kumamoto prefecture is famous for its basashi. A lot of izakayas serve
basashi and you can also buy it at your local supermarket. While many
countries have a “horses are friends, not food” mentality, Japan finds these
categories to be not so mutually exclusive.

Karashi Renkon
This is a lotus root filled with karashi mustard and then wrapped in a bit of
batter. You will never breathe more clearly than after having eaten it. Along
with natto and sashimi, it’s one of the foods that you will be often asked if you
are able to eat by people in Kumamoto. It may be brought out at enkais
specifically for you to try. There's also a karashi renkon burger shop near
Kumamoto Castle.

Mt. Aso
One of the largest calderas in the world. Summer is one of the best times to
visit since it is a few degrees cooler than the rest of Kumamoto. Unfortunately,
in winter, it’s much colder there. The Kurokawa onsens are a good reason to
visit the area during the colder months. The Aso area is great for outdoor
activities like hiking, camping, and cycling. Make sure to go see the active
crater, Nakadake. Sometimes it is closed due to the high sulfuric gas levels.
People with severe respiratory or cardiac problems are advised to avoid the
crater, but can still enjoy the rest of the mountain.

Kumamoto Castle
This is the site of the final battle of the Seinan Civil War between the
Japanese Imperial troops and the Samurai warrior class. The town of
Tabaruzaka, which is about 20 minutes away from the centre of Tamana by
car, houses a local museum dedicated to ‘the Battle of Tabaruzaka.’ The battle
took place shortly before the final battle at Kumamoto Castle and is worth a
look as you can see some war relics, as well as photos of Saigo Takamori. If
you have no idea who that is, head to Tabaruzaka and find out!
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Tamana Area Attractions by City/Town
In Japan, just about every single municipality, from the tiniest of villages to the
biggest of cities, has some sort of “claim to fame,” whether it be a type of food,
a place, an event, or a trade. Below, you will find a rough guide to some of the
things famous in and around Tamana-gun.
Tamana-Gun Highlights














Rengein Temple & Five-Storey
Pagoda (Tamana)
Collection of Houses and Tombs
(Kikusui)
Mt. Shodai Pottery Kilns (Nankan &
Arao)
Jagatani Park (Tamana)
Otsuyama Shrine (Nankan)
Goldfish Museum (Nagasu)
Yamada Shrine (Tamana)
Greenland Amusement Park (Arao)
Katana Blacksmith (Arao)
Manda Coal Mine “Mandakoh”
(Arao)
Prefectural Ancient Burial Mound
Museum (Yamaga)
Yachiyoza Theatre (Yamaga)

Tamana
Rengein Temple & Five-Storey Pagoda: Besides being a beautiful mountain
temple and five-storey pagoda with a lot of history, once a year elementary
school students try to fight the world’s highest ranked sumo wrestlers here,
which is an event not to be missed.
Jagatani Park: A prime place for cherry blossom viewing, and there’s a huge
slide.
Yamada Shrine: Famous for its wisteria trees, which bloom in May. The
wisteria is arranged so that the flowers hang down over visitors as they walk
the grounds.
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Ramen: There are various types of ramen throughout Japan, but Kumamoto
is famous for its tonkotsu (pork bone broth), and the Tamana variation of this
is actually well-known across the country. Senryu (千龍), Toen (桃苑), and
Tenkin (天琴) are the three most famous ramen shops in town. Tenkin is the
most famous ramen shop in Tamana, known nationally. However, it is NOT a
local favorite. The shop most popular among the locals is Senryu. Be sure to
check out the kimchi ramen there. Senryu is in the Takase neighborhood,
down the alley running parallel to Kin-no-waraji. Toen is on the 208, directly
across the street from city hall and Version 1. Tenkin is about 200 meters
south of Toen. Look for the big dragon. Two other ramen shops definitely
worth visiting are Dairin (大輪) on the 208, a little bit beyond Yamada Denki
and the excellent Menya Ippou, which is on the 165, in front of Tamana High
School.
Onsen: Most places in Japan have at least one onsen, but these public
bathhouses are proliferous and famous in Tamana, and you can find most of
them in the same area. Most are connected to hotels, but don't worry, you
don't have to stay the night to use them. You can ask just to use the onsen, or
sometimes they have a higaeri (same-day) plan that includes a meal and a
dip in the onsen. In nearly all onsen, there are large, free-for-use bottles of
shampoo, conditioner, and body soap, and sometimes even lotions or facial
creams, but it is not unusual to see people bringing their own. There is also a
free outdoor foot onsen in the centre of the Tamana onsen area. You can relax
there any time and late into the night. It’s a great place to meet locals.
The most famous onsen in Tamana is Tsukasa no Yu. It’s enormous – about 8
indoor baths, plus outdoor bath, sauna, and steam room. It costs 680 yen for
non-members, or if you sign up for a free card, it’s just 550 yen, or 500 after
8pm. Most people bring their own towels, but they are also available for a
small fee.
Tamana Fireworks Festival: Held on the first Friday of August. The display
lasts for about an hour and sends up 10,000 balls of fire along the Kikuchi
River. People come from all over to watch the festival, so it gets very crowded.
It’s best to go early and find a place to park that’s a ways away from the main
action (so you don’t get trapped later when everyone tries to leave at once),
and then walk to the river.
Tamana Iris Festival: Held in May. This is when all of the irises are in bloom
and the canal is lit up with lamps up and down the boardwalk. It’s a beautiful
sight at night and makes for a perfect romantic stroll. Supposedly, this
celebration is also the reason for some of the sidewalks in the city being
purple.
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Arao
Greenland: This is one of the biggest theme parks in Kyushu after Space
World in Kitakyushu, and outside a few busy times during the year, is nearly
always empty enough that one need not wait in line. There is the main park
and also a water park for a separate fee. You will be amazed by the sheer
magic of The Tale of Salamander and other old time favorites. Try to break the
record at the Ultraman ride Megaton (currently somewhere in the high 200s –
low 300s). It's so good, we’re pretty sure you'll ride it more than once.
Greenland is also holds tokusatsu live performances throughout the day, so
any Power Rangers (Super Sentai) or Kamen Rider fans should definitely go
check it out.
Arao Jumbo Pears: The best in Kyushu. In the US, they are called “Asian
Pears,” but trust me, you haven't seen any like the Arao pears. Arao grows
these bad boys, sometimes to the size of a baby’s head, and distributes them
all over Japan. Many road-side stands along the 208 sell these and other
seasonal fruits.
Shodai-yaki: Visit the pottery shops and enjoy the wonderful views on Mt.
Shodai. There are 6 pottery shops where you can admire or purchase one of
Arao’s trademarks. You may even catch a craftsman at work. At certain times
during the year, some shops will even allow you to try your hand at making
something. If it turns out nice, they will allow you to buy it, and they will fire
and glaze it for you in their trademark style.
Katana Blacksmith: Matsunaga Genrokurou is a katana blacksmith who has
been making swords in the traditional fashion all his life, in keeping with his
family’s legacy. Sometimes he allows visitors to watch him work and even try
pounding steel or test finished blades with the aid of a master. You can even
get a small bag of the black steel-sand used for forging katanas!
Manda Coal Mine: Arao is continually trying to get this mine declared a World
Heritage site along with a number of other sites that were important to the
Japanese Industrial Revolution. The mine is currently used only for tourism,
as all of the coal was exhausted quite some time ago. Even if you have no
interest in the coal industry, Mandakoh is a very visually striking place. A
number of events are held at the mine or nearby Coal Museum.
Nobara-san: Held October 15th, this festival has over 700 years of history
and is designated as an intangible cultural folk treasure by the prefecture.
Children in traditional garb are led on horses to bless certain important
locations before returning to Nobara Shrine.

Nankan
Otsuyama(-Aso) Shrine: Famous for having a god of eyesight to whom one
can pray for the cure to eye-related illnesses. Also, supposedly protected by
the spirit of Kato Masatsugu, who is also known as Kato Mimasaku or Kato
Mimasakunokami. It has 2000 azaleas and 500 cherry trees.
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Shodai-yaki and Ume Festival: Half Mt. Shodai and its famous pottery style
lies in Nankan. Every year during Nankan’s Ume (Plum Blossom) Festival,
potters from Arao and Nankan gather to show and sell their wares. If you buy
a certain amount, you will receive a ticket that allows you to enter to win more
pottery items as you leave.
Tofu-age: Basically a brick of tofu that’s been deep-fried, making it light and
crispy. This is what you may see floating around in your bowl of Miso soup.
Exciting!
Somen: A type of wheat noodle. They’re very thin and white, often served
cold in summer with a potato mush called sato imo. Sometimes people will run
it through water and bamboo half-pipes for nagashi somen, a fun way to eat.
An easy meal to make at home or try in Nankan. Nankan’s udon noodles are
famous as well.
The Passageway: During the Edo Period, feudal lords were required to travel
to the capital (Kyoto) to visit the shogun every other year. Nankan just so
happens to be the site of the main resting area in Kumamoto along the path to
Kyoto. You can still see the site as it’s fairly well preserved as well as walk
part of the trail.

Nagasu
Goldfish: Nagasu is the third best place in Japan to get your goldfish! They've
got all sorts of interesting goldfish, such as the einstein fish. There is a
Goldfish Museum and a Goldfish Festival during Golden Week.
Naked Man Festival: In January, the brave men of Nagasu bundle up with
nothing but a mawashi (something like what sumo wrestlers wear) and their
pride to try to get their hands on a piece of straw from a tightly knitted bale of
hay. The more they get, the luckier they will be. Once it's over they head over
to the ice cold Ariake Sea and jump in! Refreshing. ALTs have participated in
previous years, so please ask if you are interested.

Taimei
Beach: Taimei has the only swimmable beach in the gun called Matsubara
Kaigan. It is, however, very close to the shipyards and turns to big mudflats
during low tide. But, if you feel the need for sand between your toes, call us
for directions. There are volleyball nets and covered picnic areas for
barbequing.
Fireflies: Taimei has a large number of fireflies and has a Firefly Viewing
Festival in June. Taimei has gone to great efforts to protect the natural habitat
of their fireflies and encourage the growth of the population, so they really
light up the night.
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Yokoshima
Strawberries and Ichigo Marathon: Yokoshima is famous for strawberries in
the spring (festival!). There's also the famous Ichigo Marathon (half-marathon,
10km and 5km) which many ALTs have taken part in.
Yutorimu (ゆとりーむ): A good reason to visit Yokoshima is the excellent
indoor swimming pool at Yutorimu Community Fitness Centre (see the Sports
and Health section).

Tensui
Mikans: Nestled in the shadow of Mt. Kinpo lies Tensui, a small farming
community. Tensui is famous for Mizumoto mikans (oranges) and BBQ. You
have never seen oranges grown like Tensui oranges. Quite a sight in
September/October.
Nakaoikan and Kusamakura Onsen: The ryokan (traditional Japanese inn)
Nakaoikan is where Natsume Soseki stayed while writing the book
Kusamakura, giving the onsen there its name. Kusamakura is set in one of the
mountains in Tensui. It has a good rotenburo (outside bath) with a great view
of the Ariake Sea and the mountains. It closes at 9pm daily. A visit to the
onsen is a great way to warm up in winter or a way to boil yourself in the
summer. The ryokan can be found just below the onsen, which is well
signposted. Check it out!

Yamaga
Kumamoto Prefectural Ancient Burial Mound Museum: The actual burial
mounds can be seen from outside the museum, and within there are exhibits
of art and items found within the mounds, as well as full-size replicas of the
inner chambers of twelve tumuli. There is also a cute, good-sized playground
painted to look like the art of the burial mounds.
Nichirinji: Has a big Buddha statue and a beautiful walking path. It’s
especially lovely in spring, as they have 200 cherry trees and 35,000 azaleas.
For about 2000 yen you can get a great vegetarian meal right there in the
temple.
Yamaga Lantern Festival: Yamaga’s most famous, and arguably, most
beautiful festival. One thousand women dress in yukata and tie gold and silver
lanterns to their heads and perform a traditional dance. Sometimes ALTs are
invited to participate.
Hirayama Onsens: Located about 10 minutes outside of Yamaga. There are
a variety of indoor and outdoor hot springs to relax in, including ones for
private rental. Also, delicious food.
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Yachiyoza Theatre: An over 100-year-old kabuki theatre, designated by
Japan as a national important cultural asset. You may recognize it from the
Rurouni Kenshin movies. Sometimes telling them you are an English teacher
will get you a free tour, Japanese only.

Nagomi (Kikusui and Mikawa)
Ancient Burial Mounds: Enclosed in a park with a number of stone statues
placed about, separate from the Museum in Yamaga. There is a two-day
festival held on the first weekend of August. These mounds are said to have
been around since about 300 AD during the Kofun Period, well before the
Nara Period.
Samurai Re-Enactment Festival: Takes place in mid-February every year.
The whole town turns up to act out a samurai play of sorts, complete with a
“virgin” princess to be saved.
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Essentials
Hospitals: There are a number of clinics that you can go to for minor
afflictions, but should you need hospitalisation, your two local choices are
Tamana Chuo Byouin (玉名中央病院) and Arao Shimin Byouin (荒尾市民病院).
The Tamana hospital is located on the Ryaganji, behind 7-11 and between
Tamana and Hokuryo high schools. The Arao hospital is located off of the 208
in south Arao. From Tamana, just head north on the 208 into Arao and turn
right on the 126 (the intersection with the Idemitsu gas station). If you hit
Joyfull, you’ve gone too far. The hospital is on the left. Reverse directions for
coming from Arao.
Both hospitals are comparatively small, so you may be transferred to a
hospital in Kumamoto City if your condition is serious. Also, for city hospitals,
expect a LONG WAIT, especially if it’s your first time there and you haven’t
made an appointment. There can also be a long wait in the emergency room if
you are not dying enough, since a popular Japanese method of getting in to
the hospital fast is to call an ambulance regardless of necessity. For this
reason, if you are being aided by your work supervisor, they may decide not to
call an ambulance for you. The hospitals are frequently understaffed, so while
it’s understandable to be upset at the delay and you will likely be in a lot of
pain, please remember they are doing the best they can. Especially for long
stays, private institutions are recommended over public hospitals. Please be
aware that public hospitals close around 5pm.
Post Office: The main Tamana-area branch is located in the centre of
Tamana city on the 208, down the road from the old Big Michael (now Direx)
and Baskin Robbins, near Tsutaya. There are loads of other smaller branches
scattered throughout the Tamana area. Just look for the red T sign. One of the
cheapest ways to send money overseas is by going through the Post Office,
though it can take two weeks or more to get to the transfer account. Also, the
postal ATMs are capable of withdrawing cash from overseas accounts, as are
7-11 ATMs. Postal ATMs are closed weekdays from 6pm, noon on Saturday,
and all day Sunday, except when located inside a building that closes later,
such as a mall.
Police: Each town will have their own police station, but the main branch is
located in Tamana City, near the Hangei River. There are a number of smaller
police boxes scattered all over the place. They are usually manned by one or
two officers and are often used to dispense directions to lost citizens, but they
are equipped to deal with emergencies. The police boxes will usually feature a
sign with ‘Koban’ written in English.
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Banks: The three main options for banking in our area are Higo Bank (肥後銀
行), Kumamoto Bank (熊本銀行, formally Kumamoto Family Bank), and the
Post Office Bank (ゆうちょ銀行). Each bank has its own set of pros and cons,
so unless you have a specific bank you know you want ahead of time, it’s
usually best and easiest to just go along with whatever your BOE selects for
you.
Take note, though, banks work a bit differently than back home. Most have
ridiculously short business hours (usually 9am – 3pm) and generally don’t
have branches in other prefectures. Keep in mind that bank ATMs close early
in Japan – so know your hours! But if you’re in a different prefecture or after
hours, you shouldn’t have any problems withdrawing money from the 24hr
ATMs at convenience stores. Sometimes holidays, especially the New Year,
can interfere even with convenience store ATMs so be careful. If you’re out for
the night, make sure you’ve got enough cash. If you’re traveling abroad, you
can open a postal savings account, transfer money into that account before
you go, and then withdraw money at any postal ATM in the country.
City Hall: Your Board of Education may or may not be also situated in this
building. This is where you’ll need to register your Residence Card. You will
also pay any car taxes and pick up proof of residency here. If you need to
throw away some garbage that doesn’t fit into the normal parameters (too big,
toxic, etc.) you’ll need to pay for and pick up the permission slip here.
However, in Tamana at the gas station next to Wash House by the ekidori
Direx’s (formerly Big Michael) parking lot you can buy Tamana City trash bags
and the special 500 yen sticker for bulk item trash.
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Restaurants
There are far too many restaurants and izakayas in Tamana-gun, but here is a
short list of some of our favorites to get you started. To learn more about your
local restaurants, we recommended asking around, or just popping into a new
place often. The locals are usually very friendly and welcoming. You’ll be
surprised by what’s around.
Quick Note: Most restaurants have morning/afternoon to late afternoon hours,
then a break period for preparation usually from 3pm to 5pm (the dreaded 準
備中 junbichuu), and then dinner hours until sometime in the evening. You
may find that you need to be more aware of the time when you go to look for
food than you would at home.

Coffee Shops, Cafes, and Bakeries
While there’s always national chains like Joyfull and Gusto, Tamana-gun is
filled with many wonderful small coffee shops, cafes, and bakeries. Some
cafes are open in the morning and offer breakfast.
Tamana:









Cafe Miami: See Italian section
Cafe Onfuru-ru
Temujin
Mel’s
Cafe Relieur
Cafe Mocha
Takase Café: Near Bishnu
Motoyama Coffee Roasters: Located in front of Tamana City Hospital.
Not a true café, just a coffee bean seller, but they import from all over
the world, including Fair Trade coffees, and will roast and blend/grind
anything for you to brew at home. It's a great local speciality store, and
important for anybody who drinks coffee.

Nagasu:


Bakery Cafe Kohda: Best (and only!) pizza in Nagasu.

Arao:




Mankodou Bakery: Makes a city-speciality melon pan (bread) that is
less sweet than the variety you can find at convenience stores
(whether this is a plus or minus depends on your tastes).
Fukuyama Bakery: Also makes city-speciality melon pan. Try both to
be able to fairly judge WHO makes the best melon pan in the land.
Donguri Bakery: Has slushies!
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Sharara: Somewhere between restaurant and café. Serves fancy
hamburgs, sandwiches, and pastas. The main draw, however, is their
large menu of parfaits, which are unique in Japan for not containing
cornflakes.

Nankan:



Zoo Cafe: They make their own breads from their own yeast, and have
awesome pizzas, pastas, and tons of different cakes. Their home-made
ginger ale is amazing. Last order 7. Closed on Mondays.
Matsukaze: The food is alright, but this place is all about the parfaits!
They have over 500 kinds of parfaits there (including a “celeb size”) so
you can visit every time and get a different one. Closed on
Wednesdays.

Italian
Tamana:




Izakaya Arbos: The best Italian restaurant in Tamana. Very good
handmade pizzas, pastas, caprese salad, sandwiches, basically
everything on their menu won’t disappoint. Also serves wonderful
mixed drinks and yogurt smoothies.
Cafe Miami: This is a coffee and cake shop/Italian restaurant on the
Eki Dori. If you’re a coffee fan, I suggest you try this place (expect to
pay a high price for it though). The desserts are also pretty good. It
also serves pizza, which makes it a great alternative to Pizza California.
It’s a favorite after-party spot in Tamana, so they are open fairly late.

Arao:
 La Belle Vita: Previously called “Sui Café” after the company that owns
it, they have a nice selection of pastas and fancy pizzas.
 Spice Cotton Due: Has a special “All You Can Eat” style where you
are given a tray divided into small squares, and then as each different
type of pasta is finished, you will be served a small portion. Once all
types have come, you are allowed to request any type again, until you
give them the sign that you’re finished. Dinner price also includes a
buffet of extras, including small deserts and a chocolate fondue
fountain (seasonal).
 Antique: Quite delicious Italian food in a fancy atmosphere. But don’t
worry about dressing up, we’ve gone in scrubby workout clothes and
not been turned away.

Indian
Due to the large Indian population involved with work at the shipyard in
Nagasu, there is a lot of good Indian food to choose from in our area. These
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are the tried and true ones, but if you like Indian food and want to seek out
new ones, just look for any places that say インド (indo).

Tamana and Arao:


Bishnu: This is a chain, but it’s also some of the best Indian food in the
gun. Hot spicy curries, soft chewy naan breads, perfectly seasoned
tandori chickens and kabobs, and refreshing lassi drinks in multiple
flavors. The Tamana Bishnu has the advantage of being right next door
to a fine karaoke establishment. However, the Arao Bishnu gets a lot
less traffic, so if you’re looking for a quieter evening, or an assurance
that your group can get a seat, it’s a good place to go.

Nagasu:


Abiskar: It's an Indian food restaurant! What else do you need to
know?! (Across the street from the Nagasu Cosmos)

Chinese
Tamana:



Leyton: Has decent Chinese food and their Chinese-style ramen is
quite popular. It’s located on Ekidori across from Café Miami.
Fan: The best Chinese restaurant in Tamana. Located near the
Ryuganji 7-11 in a residential area. It’s newly renovated and offers
very good Chinese food.

Arao:


Tiger and Dragon: The best Chinese food in Arao. Located in the
parking lot of the area of shops in front of Greenland. A bit pricey but
VERY good. Closed on Tuesdays.

Sushi
Tamana:
 Koto (古都): Nice sushi and sashimi restaurant across from Nafco
along the 208. They have generously portioned teishokus (food sets)
at reasonable prices. Also have a nice variety of non-seafood options
too. Great for lunch and dinner.
 The Sushi: Located next to the big 21st Pachinko Parlour on the 208
in Tamana, this is the place to head for decent sushi in Tamana. It’s
more expensive than the kaitenzushi chain restaurants, but you get
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what you pay for. Highly recommended.

Tamana and Arao:


Sushi Ichiba: A standard kaitenzushi (conveyor belt sushi) chain
restaurant located at multiple points on the 208, a bit beyond the Mos
Burger in Tamana and another before the Nafco in Arao. Cheap sushi
in a bright and open setting.

Noodles
Nankan:


Mugi no Hana (麦の華): This is a great udon shop. If you really like
udon noodles and don’t mind a bit of a trek, then make your way to
Nankan town, next to 7-11.

Nagasu:


Hamatantan: A tan-tan-men shop. You can get the noodles with a set
of steamed or fried gyoza. It's pretty good

Honorable Mention:
Omuta:


Tanpopo Ramen: A simple tonkotsu ramen shop, but with unlimited
free noodle refills and all you can eat fried gyoza, curry, rice, and most
importantly, the BEST karaage (fried chicken). If you find you don’t care
for the cuts of chicken you get in many nicer Japanese restaurants, try
this stuff.

Izakaya
Izakayas make up a large amount of the restaurants in Tamana-gun.
Restaurants like in the West or in big cities are rare in the countryside. Dining
at an izakaya is a good way to experience and observe local Japanese culture.
Because of the relaxed and homey atmosphere, izakaya are popular choices
for locals to unwind. You might make some friends too! The majority of your
socializing and company parties will likely take place at izakaya.
An izakaya menu usually consists of small Japanese dishes and the normal
custom is to order multiple dishes for everyone to share. Most serve mainly
Japanese beer, sake, and shochu (wine made of sweet potato or rice), and
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some soft drinks. Mixed drinks and western cocktails are pretty rare. Ask your
fellow ALTs for recommendations.
Most izakaya really get busy on Fridays and Saturdays, so be sure to book in
advance! The more popular the izakaya, the earlier in advance you need to
book.
Tamana:







Choji (兆治): A foreigner friendly izakaya with an English-language
menu available (made just for us!) and the owners speak English well.
Specialities include deep-fried habanero and beers the size of your
head.
Naru (成る): Also on Ekidori, their speciality is a ridiculous variety of
umeshu (plum wines). Some varieties are limited time only, so be sure
to make time to try the ones that sound good!
Mahal Kita: Located on the 208, next to Daimon and across from the
pachinko parlour. This place is slightly different to most of the izakyas in
Tamana. There are usually hip-hop videos playing on a large TV behind
the bar. Specialities include taco-rice and Russian roulette takoyaki.
There’s generally a pretty young crowd in there.
Tesshin (てっ心): A decent izakaya located in the Ryuganji area of
Tamana, across from the Sekaya supermarket on the same road as
Tsukiyama elementary school. It’s a bit more expensive and they have
better quality food than some of the standard izakayas on Ekidori.

Arao:


Kuraudou (喰堂): Lovingly called “Cloud” by Arao ALTs, this is one of
the best izakayas in Arao. They have a full complement of cocktails (for
Japan, at any rate) and have some pretty great limited time or seasonal
dishes. Located in the strip of shops and restaurants in front of
Greenland.

Bars
The bar scene in Japan is a bit different from what most Westerners are used
to. Izakayas are the main port of call for Japanese people, who like to eat as
they drink. There are however some real drinking bars. Tamana is rather
limited in this department, but here are some of our favorites in Tamana.
Tamana:




Highbury: Located by central Tamana, near Tamana High School. The
prices are reasonable, and it is also one of the few places in town that
serves Guinness if you fancy that. The bartenders are also pretty cool
and keen to talk to you.
A Rebours Café/Bar: Located in Central Tamana, near the station.
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Opposite the health centre with the curvy roof. A chilled out place to
drink and chat to music enthusiasts. Nice decor. Standard prices. Good
sandwiches.
Sofa: This is a small upstairs bar towards the end of Ekidori in central
Tamana. Young crowd, cheerful barman.
Green: Near Tamana station on the 208, this bar’s clientele is wideranging. It has modern decor and serves udon. The barman is friendly
and will make an effort to communicate with you. Prices are lower here
than at other bars. Warning: This is probably the only regular bar in
Tamana where there’s the possibility of a hidden fee added to your bill.
ALTs in the past have found that they’ve been charged for snacks
which have been placed on their table, which they didn’t order. This is a
“seat/entrance charge” and the snacks are just to make it look like you
received something in exchange for your money. This is common
procedure in the aptly named snack bars. Proceed with caution.

Arao:


Unique: Located in Arao on the 208 past the Joyfull but before the
giant yellow ramen shop (if coming from Tamana. Reverse if coming
from the Arao/Omuta direction). Unique is a small, kitschy-cute bar with
a seriously LARGE menu. Most drinks are 500 yen, and they have
many liquors that other Japanese bars often lack. Also, if the right
bartender is on duty, you can give him an “image” and he will make you
a drink he thinks fits.

Miscellaneous
Arao:




Nurubon: Excellent Korean BBQ house. We often visit this place as a
gun. Go hungry.
Barikiya (馬力屋): Yakiniku, but Japanese-style as compared to
Nurubon. Cheap but good. Despite the name, doesn’t usually serve
horse meat.
Merryland: A roadside softserve ice cream (and takoyaki, but no one
goes there for the takoyaki) stand on Greenland Street that really gives
you your money’s worth. Unfortunately, it’s so good and so cheap that
people regularly violate all manner of traffic rules to go there, thus
earning it its nickname, “Douchebag Softcream.” Please softcream
responsibly.

Nagasu:


Yamaguchi Unagi: The unagi here is sooo delicious and done to
perfection with just a hint of crisp and soft unagi goodness.
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Nankan:


Higo no Chashitsu: It's a really good tofu place where you can get
tofu in all its arrangements. We recommend the tofu tiramisu or tofu
soft serve sundae for dessert!
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Shopping
This section is not organized by location due to many of the stores being
available in multiple towns and cities. Please check the parenthesis at the
beginning of each item’s explanation for locations.
Ekidori Direx: (Tamana on the 208/Ekidori) Until quite recently this was Big
Michael, and is likely to still be referred to by locals as such. This is a large
discount food/department store in central Tamana. It has a 100yen store
upstairs, as well as a game centre, shoe store, and a clothes shop.
Downstairs there are a few shops like a rice bowl restaurant (Japanese fast
food, decent food for cheap) and a speciality Japanese green tea store.
WARNING: The multi-storey parking lot is to be avoided at all costs. It has a
bad reputation for all things illicit, best not to accidentally get mixed up into
anything. The outdoor parking lots are fine, though they now close at 9pm.
Youme Town: (Omuta, Tamana, outlet in Arao City Mall) Pronounced with a
mix of Japanese and English rules for ultimate confusion, end result is that it
should sound like the Japanese word for dream. The Omuta location has the
most options, complete with a Toys R Us, Best Denki, Sports Xebio (decent
sports store), and a Starbucks. However, it’s not as easy to access as Omuta
AEON Mall.
Marumiya: (Next to the larger Best Denki in Tamana) This is the best grocery
store for any baking ingredients you may need. The downside is that it is more
expensive than other supermarkets in the area. If you’re looking for a certain
ingredient, then try checking here.
Marukyo: (Tamana) This is the cheapest place for groceries in Tamana.
Located on the 208 in the Arao direction, near the small Best Denki.
Maruei: (Tamana, Arao, Nagasu) A very convenient and prolific grocery store;
there’s at least one in every town. This store is great for the basics. It is also
fairly priced but doesn’t have much in the way of imported goods. See the
maps for the locations closest to you. The Ikura branch has a better selection
than the others.
MaxValu: (Arao) A decent supermarket in two locations in Arao that’s open 24
hours and in multiple locations. Also located as an outlet store in Omuta
AEON Mall, but it’s not open 24 hours. It does have automated checkouts
though.
Sendo Ichiba (鮮ど市場): (Tamana and Arao, several locations) Cheap place
for groceries.
Cosmos: (everywhere) Household goods store with some grocery items.
Usually the building is a shade of pale mint green and/or pink.
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Kirameki and Y-box Farmer’s Markets: (Taimei, Yokoshima) These are two
farmer’s markets in Tamana. Kirameki is in Taimei town and Y-box in
Yokoshima town. They are open daily and offer produce sold for a fraction of
the cost you find at super markets. Because they only stock what farmers
bring in, the inventory changes often. Locally made products and specialty
items are usually sold here too. You can find gun-made jams, ketchups, mochi,
honey, and other odds ‘n ends at these stores.
Best Denki: (two in Tamana) The small Best Denki off the 208 sells books,
manga, CDs, DVDs, and video games. The big Best Denki sells electronics,
and household appliances (TVs, washing machines, coffee machines,
computers, etc.) The bigger Best Denki is just off the 208, just next to the
Marumiya grocery store.
K’s Denki: Located next to Shin-Tamana Station and next to Ariake Plaza in
Arao. Has the catchiest theme song of all the electronics stores. Usually
cheaper than the Best Denki in Tamana.
Yamada: Another electronics store, like Best Denki but slightly cheaper. The
Tamana branch opened in 2012. It’s a good place to buy memory cards
amongst other things. Located on 208 just beyond Tsutaya.
Tsutaya: (between Tamana station and the 208) Book store offering rental
DVDs, rental manga, rental CDs, as well as books, CDs, DVDs, video games
and stationery to buy. There’s also a big drugstore next door.
Geo: (between Tamana station and the 208, also in Arao Ariake Plaze, still on
208) Same as Tsutaya, but only the Arao store has books and stationery. The
rental DVDs are cheaper here.
Sankakuyu: (Arao) A crafts and fabric store in front of Greenland. If you’re
into creating things, this is a great stop. You can get a yearly membership
card that gives you discounts, though it does cost money to get. Look for the
store with the large green triangle frame on top.
City Mall: (Arao) There are clothing stores, home stores, food, etc, although
it’s a bit old and depressing. However, the people who run many of the stores
are super friendly and will sometimes give you gifts or discounts. Take the 208
north into Arao and follow the signs. It’s very close to Greenland.
Omuta Aeon Mall: This opened in 2011. It has a Subway sandwich shop,
Tully’s Coffee, Lush, and Kaldi, a great foreign foods store. There’s also a
Bishnu for those who just can’t get enough. There are a disproportionate
number of baby clothes shops, but the bigger shops are Sports Authority,
Village Vanguard, Muji, a cheap clothing store, and a book shop. The
downside is that it’s in Omuta, a good 40 minute drive from Tamana, but much
closer to the Arao people. This is located off the Ariake-Engai Road, behind
Omuta Station.
There is also a cinema (Central Cinema) with 4 screens. Make sure to get a
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point card (100 or 200 yen to sign up) there if you like to watch movies. The
cinema’s website shows upcoming and current movies: www.occ-7.jp Also,
for foreign films, be sure to check if it’s dubbed or subbed. Typically the 3D
version of a movie will be dubbed, and the 2D will be subbed.
Big Oak: (Nankan) A one-stop shop. Get your groceries, booze, clothes
(severely limited), and household sundries here. Located in front of Nankan
High School.
Nafco: (Tamana, Arao, Nagasu) A huge home/DIY store. There
are four locations in three cities. The Tamana branch and the smaller of the
Arao branches are located on the 208. The Nagasu branch is located on the
110. The larger of the Arao branches, Nafco Two-in-One, can be reached by
following the signs near Greenland. Though not the newest, the Tamana store
remains the largest and has the most selection. At Nafco, you can find home
supplies, toiletries, furniture, curtains, aquarium supplies, car maintenance
stuff, tools, etc. They all open at 8:00 am and close in the following order
Nagasu 7:30pm, Arao 8:00pm, and Tamana 9:00 pm.
Guruguru Soko: (Arao) Frequently called “Kaimasu” by the Arao ALTs
because that is the largest word written on the sign, despite not being the
name. This is a very cool secondhand shop located in Arao. It specializes in
retro toys. They also sell books, manga, clothes, CDs, and DVDs. It’s located
on the 114, across from Greenland.
Ariake Plaza: (Arao) In this plaza, you can find a car mechanic shop, AMS
Games Arcade, a yakitori place, Hamakatsu, karaoke, KFC, McDonald’s,
Baskin Robbins (called 31 in Japan), Daiso (100 yen shop), an internet café, a
second hand store, Geo (books and videogames for purchase, movies and
music for rental and purchase), Matsumoto Kiyoshi Drug Store, a dry cleaners,
a Max Valu, and more. K’s Denki is across the street. Follow the 208 until you
see a large sign at street-level that says Ariake Plaza in English, or just look
for the Baskin Robbins.
Costco: (Fukuoka) This isn’t in our prefecture or even really close, as it’s
about an hour’s drive away in Fukuoka-ken. However, it offers many Western
goods that you won’t be able to find anywhere else. But as it is far away, it’s a
good idea to check Kaldi first before making the trek. Costco requires a
membership card or a friend with one to get in, so asking around and planning
group trips is usually a good idea. Or you can use www.theflyingpig.com and
make them deliver to you, though there are some discrepancies between
items carried in the online store and the real one.
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Entertainment
Karaoke
Karaoke places come in two general flavors: snack bars and karaoke boxes.
Snack bars were previously mentioned under the Bars section of this guide.
They are more like what you might have in your home country, where
everyone is in one room and anyone can you hear you sing. The main
difference being that in Japan, no one will boo. These generally seat more
people than box establishments, so you will often find work after-parties
tending towards these for that reason alone. It’s a less singing-focused
atmosphere, so you may find that everyone just came to chat and continue
drinking. Also, snack bars can be VERY EXPENSIVE (the worst I’ve ever had
is when three friends went to one on accident and ended up having to pay
30,000 yen for a couple of hours). You will often not be informed of prices on
anything until you go to leave.
Karaoke boxes are vastly superior. You and a select group of your friends are
placed in a single room (box), so for the most part you won’t have any
unexpected audience members (however, there’s always that one guy who
sees his friend from your group out in the hall and just follows you all into the
room. Go with the flow). You can still get snacks and drinks like at a snack bar,
but you won’t get saddled with anything your group didn’t order just for the
seat charge. You indicate how long you intend to say (which is usually
extendable) and pay by the hour or half hour, plus anything you order. Like
most places in Japan, they generally have an all you can drink option.
About the karaoke machines:
There are two main companies when it comes to karaoke machines. They
have mostly similar catalogues, but there are a few differences. Which you
prefer depends on what kind of songs you like to sing.
DAM: Tends to get current hit songs more quickly, especially for Englishlanguage songs, and has a large selection of songs from Japanese musicals.
Also has the better selection of Disney songs, says resident expert.
JOYSOUND: Tends to have a more complete selection of anime songs. Also
has slightly more songs from non-Japanese musicals (still quite limited). Be
warned, the accuracy of non-Japanese lyrics on Joysound leaves something
to be desired.
If you find one company doesn’t have the song you want, it’s usually a good
idea to try the other before you give up.
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Tamana:
Karaoke 55 (pronounced “go-go”): Karaoke averages about ¥1000/hr. for as
much drinking and singing as you can handle. Joysound only. There are other
karaoke places around but this is the best in Tamana, as ranked by both JET
and Japanese alike. Just follow the glowing カラオケ sign, it’s visible from a
fair ways off.
Hummingbird: Less popular but we do occasionally go there when 55 is full.
Also Joysound.
Arao:
Hana Hana: In front of Greenland (it’s the one strung up with Christmas lights,
behind the gas station). Unlike a lot of karaoke places, Hana Hana has both
DAM and Joysound machines, and for smaller parties, you can request which
one you want if you have a preference. Requires a membership card (free to
make), the use of which grants you 20% off room price coupons. Also, due to
their Okinawan theme (“hana hana” is the Okinawan equivalent of
“kanpai/cheers”), they have an incredibly large selection of Okinawan songs.
And don’t forget to check out the axolotls on your way to your room!
Karaoke New York: On the 208, a cheap Joysound place. Soft-drink bar is
required but includes slushies. The main draw of this establishment is that
each “room” is a little house.
Karaoke Club DAM: Located in Ariake Plaza behind the KFC. DAM Crosso
only (slightly different selection from regular DAM, but if you know the DAM ID
number of the song you want, you can still get it). The building is brand new
and it’s quite nice. Soft-drink bar includes softserve ice cream and slushies.
Requires a membership card. Physical cards cost money, but the cellphone
card is free (though it does send you a few ads/coupons every month).

Other
Darts and Billiards: The only darts bar would be Highbury. Refer to the Bars
section. There is a single billiards hall located in Tamana City on the 208. It’s
not the greatest, but that’s all there is. It’s also frequented by some serious
players so if you think you lack the skills and may just embarrass yourself,
then you can take a trip to the Arao AMS Games Center in the Ariake plaza.
Cinema: There are cinemas in Omuta and Kumamoto City. The Omuta
cinema is closer and offers ladies’ day on Monday (¥1000 instead of the usual
¥1800), and couples’ day on Wednesday, when two people (of any gender)
can get tickets for ¥1000 each. See Omuta Aeon Mall in the Shopping section.
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Video Rental: There are six big stores that you can rent from within the area.
Tamana itself has Tsutaya, Geo, and Boo Video, all of which are off the 208.
Boo has a smaller selection. Geo sometimes offers special 50 yen rentals on
DVDs. There is also a Geo in Arao in Ariake Plaza, and an Antoku Books that
has a lot of other cool stuff besides rental videos. Antoku is across the street
from the City Mall. You can also browse the video game section. They also
offer 100 yen on non-new releases but only on the 5th, 15th and 25th of each
month. Video Lord in Tensui is also decent and is located where highways 501
and the 1 intersection.
Bowling: There’s a bowling alley in Tamana next to the Tsukasa Hotel, called
Tsukasa Bowl. There is also a much bigger one in Passca World in Arao right
in front of Greenland.
Arcades: Passca World, previously mentioned. Also AMS Games, formally
known as Sega World, located in Ariake Plaza, Arao.
Hiking: There are quite a few mountain trails to explore. Mt. Shodai and Mt.
Kinpo are the best places to hike within the Tamana area. Unzen is also
accessible by ferry from Nagasu.
Leaving Tamana: Get out as much as you can and see the rest of the
prefecture/island/world! Three close options are Kumamoto City, Fukuoka City,
and Mt. Aso. Please see the Transportation section for more details.
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Sports and Health
Arest: Of all the gyms in the area, this is the most modern. They have lifting
machines and a few free weights. There is also an indoor pool, sauna, and
mini onsen. Membership is a tad pricey.
Momoda Sports Park: This park was built for the Inter-Japan Games hosted
by Kumamoto Prefecture in October/November 1999. The facilities are pretty
out-of-date but they have 3 outdoor swimming pools (25m, 50m, and kiddie), a
good track and a gym/training room. The gym is 300 yen but it’s closed on
Tuesdays. Momoda is located near the 208 and route 1 intersection very
close to the Takase Bridge.
Yutorimu (ゆとりーむ): This is a community fitness centre in Yokoshima.
The 25-meter indoor pool is the main reason to visit the centre. It’s very clean,
the regulars are friendly towards foreigners, and it’s not usually crowded.
There are lanes for swimming and walking. The gym is a disappointment, but
you may be interested in taking one of their Tai-Chi or Yoga classes.
The pool is closed on the first and third Monday of each month for cleaning.
There are water aerobics classes every Tuesday from 19:30 until 20:15.
It’s 300 yen for the use of the pool or gym. An annual ‘gold pass’ costs 20,000
yen. You don’t need to become a member or sign any paperwork.
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Transportation
Trains: The main railway line, JR Kyushu Kagoshima Line, runs from Hakata,
in the north, to Kagoshima, in the south. Local train times (普通 or ワンマン)
are in written in black on the standing sign board and the slightly faster trains
(急速 rapid trains) are in blue (they don’t stop at all stations). Colors may vary
on electronic sign boards. There are also Limited Express trains that are even
faster, but unlike rapids, they have a seat charge as well as a ticket charge.
Check with the station staff about times and grab a timetable of the trains.
Also, you can check out www.hyperdia.com for train times. All stations as far
south as Kumamoto City have installed train pass card readers, so if you have
a Suica or equivalent card, travel is even easier!
1. To Kumamoto City: The price from Tamana to Kumamoto Station is
540 yen and takes 27 minutes. If you’re heading to downtown
Kumamoto, I recommend stopping at Kami-Kumamoto (450 yen) rather
than Kumamoto Station. Coming from Arao, Kami-Kumamoto and
Kumamoto are the same price (840 yen), so feel free to decide as you
go. From there, board the tram and it takes about the same amount of
time to get to central Kumamoto. The trams are 150 yen to any stop in
the city. Take the B tram to and from Kami-Kumamoto and the A tram to
and from Kumamoto Station. You pay as you get off the tram (Suica
now also accepted on trams!), but the local trains have a ticket
machine before you board.
2. To Fukuoka: There are two options. You can take the JR train to
Hakata (1770 yen, transfer at Arao or Tosu). Or, the slightly cheaper
option is to take the Nishitetsu train to Tenjin. To get to the Nishitestu
train, take the JR train to Omuta where you will then change to the
Nishitetsu line. Buy a 450 yen ticket at Tamana, then a 1000 yen ticket
at the Nishitetsu ticket machine in Omuta. Nishitetsu stations also take
Suica.
Shinkansen: Shin-Tamana Station opened in 2011 and offers super-fast,
direct trains to Kumamoto, Fukuoka, and Osaka. It’s expensive, but quick and
comfortable. Access to this station is by car, taxi, or bus from Tamana station.
Parking is free. There’s also Shin-Omuta Station, which may be the closer
choice for Nankan residents.
Buses: Buses are quite expensive and often not useful for inner-city travel in
our area, but they are relatively cheap for longer hauls. The buses are much
more difficult to figure out than the trains, so don’t be afraid to ask someone
for help. The Kumamoto bus timetable is available online (Japanese only) at
www.kyusanko.co.jp/ The main bus terminal in Kumamoto City is called the
“Kotsu Center.” You can take a bus to the city. For Arao and heading
northward, there is also the Nishitetsu Highway Bus that goes from a stop just
up the street from Arao Station all the way to Fukuoka Airport. You can pay on
the bus, or buy slightly cheaper tickets from Arao City Hall.
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The main advantage of taking the highway bus is that you can throw all of
your luggage into the compartment at the bottom of the bus and not worry
about it until you’ve arrived, no dragging it through all the train stations.
Airports: You can fly out of Kumamoto or Fukuoka Airport. Kumamoto Airport
has limited International service and is difficult to get to without a car. Fukuoka,
on the other hand, is accessible by train and subway, as well as highway bus.
Just take the train to Hakata station. From there, take the subway to
Fukuokakuko (Fukuoka Airport), which is two stops away. You will arrive at the
domestic terminal. If you need the international terminal, there is free shuttle
bus stop a few steps away from the subway exit. Alternatively, take a taxi from
Hakata station directly to Kokusai Kuuko (international terminal), which costs
about 1500 yen. For domestic travel, most of the cheaper airlines also only
have service to Fukuoka of the two airports, so for our area, being so far north,
it’s really the best option.
Nagasu Ariake Ferry and Kumamoto Ferry: There are two ferries in
Kumamoto that go to Nagasaki Prefecture. The Nagasu Ariake Ferry goes to
Taira Port and the Kumamoto Ferry goes to Shimabara Port. The fares are
about 500 yen per person. If you bring your car, it costs under 2000 yen
(including the driver, but you need to pay the admission price for other
passengers). This is a fairly inexpensive and convenient way to travel to
Nagasaki for a weekend getaway.
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